
They are both roughly the same size, both are
rodents, and both are clearly falling into the
aforementioned categories for pest. 
The difference in this case lies in their behaviour
and place in the ecosystem, a house mouse will
often live and feed within the fabric of a building,
whereas a wood mouse often will live on outside
and will move inside to find food. 
This small difference in behaviour means that a
wood mouse is much more likely to become
predated after ingesting poison simply because it is
more exposed to predatory wildlife. Therefore
manufacturers of these products have not sought
approval to put ‘wood mice’ on their rodenticide
labels. In fact the use of any rodenticidal product
to control or cause damage to an animal not
specifically mentioned on the label is not just
environmentally damaging but a criminal offence
which has the capacity to result in a custodial
sentence, so think twice before you sprinkle rat
bait on top of your compost pile. 

What is a pest? 
A pest is any animal which has the capacity to do
one or more of the following; cause Damage,
spread Disease or trigger Distress. Therefore it is
important to note that a pest isn’t just a specific
species such as ‘rats’.
A rat in the forest for example isn’t a pest, it is a
fundamental part of the ecosystem. However that
same rat in a cattle shed becomes a pest when it
damages food stores, distresses the livestock and
brings the potential for disease transmission.
It must be stated however, that just because an
animal might be considered a pest it doesn’t mean
its free reign when it comes to its control. There
are very specific laws and regulations around
which animals can be controlled and how. 
For instance , a house mouse living in your kitchen
can be legally, safely and effectively controlled
with rodenticides. Conversely a wood mouse living
in the same location would still be effected by
rodenticides, but not be legally or safely controlled
through the use of rodenticides. 
So... What is the difference? 
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